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Abstract—We present a low-complex blind interference reduction scheme embedded in the receiver to enhance correlative data
detection. The key element is a statistically controlled adaptive
nonlinearity prior to correlation. This add-on feature guaranties
reliable communication between network-nodes in any type of
noise and/or interference. Additionally the concept provides
accurate position measurements to make services flexible and
intelligent.

assumption). We refer to it as HL-detector. The investigated
scheme is a baseband blind adaptive interference reduction
(BAIR) scheme and we refer to it as BAIR-detector.
The motivation for this paper and the positioning in the
literature is treated in section VI.
II. C APTURE E FFECT
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I. I NTRODUCTION
E assume that in future industrial networks the communication between nodes will be wireless. The advantage, beside others, of wireless technology is its flexibility to
create and change existing services. The disadvantage of wireless is its air-interface, which is subject to any electromagnetic
interference. Especially in industrial applications it is desirable
to use robust schemes to establish reliable links [1]. To achieve
this goal for digital communications, we suffer from the so
called capture-effect, which is specific for low-complex digital
philosophies and degrades the performance significantly. We
present an adaptive nonlinearity that is controlled by magnitude and level-crossing statistics to enable it to cope with
the capture-effect. The presented add-on interference reduction
scheme exploits only statistical parameters derived from the
received signal and makes no assumptions about the channel
state nor it makes any attempt to analyze it. So it is a
blind scheme. The advantages of blind-schemes are: (1) No
channel estimates are necessary, avoiding estimation-errors,
avoiding adaptation problems in high dynamic interference
environments. (2) Needs no return channel to the transmitting
node. The consequence of the blindness-feature is, that it is
not allowed to make any assumption about the interference
environment. We test the investigated scheme with interfering waveforms ranging from broadband, modeled as AWGN
(Gaussian noise), to narrowband, modeled as continuous-wave
(CW) interference (non-Gaussian noise). The only assumption
that is made about the interference is that the mechanism is
additive on the magnitude scale and permanently present.
In the following, we will show that the proposed scheme
is always better than a conventional one-bit quantized digital
correlation detector. We assume this structure as the competitive structure for comparison, (due to the low complexity
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Fig. 1. Received signal at baseband with dominating CW-interference. SOI
... PN-sequence, SONI .... AWGN plus CW. AoRD ... Area of Reliable
Decisions, Sk ... sample at time instant tk , ±∆ ... symmetric magnitude
threshold-pair.

The nature of the capture-effect is that a weak desired signal
(SOI ... signal of interest) is shift in magnitude by a strong
undesired signal (SONI ... signal of no interest) to render
the polarity-information in the SOI. This situation is sketched
in Fig.1. It can easily verified that the HL-detector suffers
from the capture-effect, because the chip-decision threshold is
the zero-level. Both samples in Fig.1 lead to a positive chipdecision, but the sample Sk corresponds to a negative chip. As
will be pointed out in the next sections the investigated BAIRdetector compares the signal samples with the threshold ∆ and
makes both decisions to correct chip-decisions.
III. I NVESTIGATED S YSTEM L AYOUT
The investigations are done at the physical layer with
baseband-signals and focus on the interference reduction capability and their performance description, so the usual error
control coding for reliable communication is not included.
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Fig. 2.
Generic structure of an efficient communication complex with
integrated interference reduction. SST ... spread-spectrum technology, NL ...
nonlinearity, Gp ... processing gain, Gc ... conversion gain, GT ... total gain,
S, V, U ... random variables, Z .... decision variable.
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Fig. 4. Investigated communication complex - BAIR-detector. SST ... spreadspectrum technology, RCS ... reliable chip selector, CON ... threshold control
module, ADZL ... Adaptive Dead Zone Limiter, Bch ... channel bandwidth.

in the decision process (presented in the next section) we
expect a slight degradation due to the leakage in orthogonality
between the active waveforms. To reduce the degradation we
introduce a chip-interleaver after spread-spectrum modulation.
The reverse operation at the receiver is placed between the
ADZL-module and the correlator. The interleaver randomizes
the erased samples to statistically independent events.
IV. J OINT I NTERFERENCE R EDUCTION
Fig. 3. Overwiew of Joint Interference Reduction (JIR). SST ... spreadspectrum technology, BAIR ... blind adaptive interference reduction, ADZL
... adaptive dead-zone limiter, RCS ... reliable chip-selector, CON ... threshold
control.

Implementing interference reduction schemes in conventional communication systems are investigated by many authors, see section VI.
We propose a generic structure to combine cooperative and
non-cooperative interference reduction in one communication
complex as sketched in Fig.2. The combination between cooperative and non-cooperative interference reduction schemes
offer the possibility to maximize physical layer performance.
We refer to this combination of interference reduction schemes
as Joint Interference Reduction (JIR). An overview is presented in Fig.3. The investigated system is embedded in the
generic structure and sketched in Fig.4: The cooperative part
corresponds to the spread-spectrum modulation and the BAIRconcept corresponds to the non-cooperative part. The BAIRconcept is realized with the Adaptive Dead-Zone Limiter
(ADZL).
The BAIR-concept affects the signaling of the communication complex. If we have no network, only a single
transmitter/receiver-pair (single link assumption) is active and
operate in an exclusive frequency range and is faced with
uncorrelated broadband and narrowband interference. For that
assumption we need only one PN-signature for signaling with
phase-reversal-keying modulation. In a network with many
nodes, each node uses a distinct orthogonal signature. Due
to the fact that not all samples of one symbol are included

As mentioned previously we refer to joint interference
reduction when cooperative interference reduction and noncooperative interference reduction work together to maximize
physical layer performance. In our transceiver concept in Fig.4
we implement the cooperative part in spread-spectrum technology, more specific as direct-sequence signal and the noncooperative part as ADZL. We gain from both concepts the
advantages. From the spread-spectrum technology we exploit
the whitening property with the processing gain Gp . From
the ADZL we exploit the capability to overcome the captureeffect and achieve the conversion gain Gc . Both gains together
achieve the total gain GT in (1). The total gain enhance the
SOI to SONI power-ratio from the received signals (SINRs ).
The symbol-error-probability (SEP) is given in (2).
GT = Gp · Gc
!
r
Gc Gp
1
· SINRs
SEP = · erfc
2
2

(1)
(2)

A. Spread-Spectrum Technology
The nature of the interference reduction capability offered
from the spread-spectrum technology is based on the whitening property. The whitening procedure is definitely a cooperative concept, because the transmitter designs the channel
signal in such a way that the receiver has the possibility to
reduce the harm of the interfering waveforms. It is also a
blind philosophy, because no attempt is made to analyze the
interference situation. The pseudo-random (PN) nature of the
direct-sequence signal is responsible for the whitening effect
[2]. The performance measure is the processing gain (3) and
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directly related to the number of chips (L) available in the
direct-sequence signal. The mechanism is that the SONI is
chopped by the chips into small time segments (chip-duration)
with pseudo-random polarities. The signal is known to the
receiver and all the polarity-changes from the SOI are reversed
while at the same time the polarity changes are introduced
in the SONI making the SONI, regardless of their original
nature, noise-like. The noise-like signal is averaged out by the
subsequent integration operation.
Gp = L

... Processing Gain

the magnitude of the peak of the level-crossings dictates the
separation threshold.
The adjustment of the threshold ∆ in the ADZL to its
optimum location is done in the CON-module, sketched in
Fig.4. A detailed description of the optimization process for
threshold adjustment is given in [3].

(3)

Including the spread-spectrum concept into the interference
reduction task offers an additional property to make nodes
more intelligent. Due to the quasi white nature of the SOI
the autocorrelation function is impulse like. This property
offers accurate measurements for position location systems or
services.

Fig. 6. Adaptive dead-zone limiter. AoRD ... Areo of reliable decisions,
AoUD ... Areo of unreliable decisions.

Gc =

B. Blind Adaptive Interference Reduction
The first step in the detection process in any digital communication receiver is to sample the received waveform. In our
concept the SOI is a direct-sequence signal and the minimum
sampling rate is the chip-rate. To cope with non-Gaussian
noise we split the symbol decision into L equal sub-decisions
(chip-decisions). So a wrong sub-decision counts only for one
wrong sub-decision out of many sub-decisions. That limits the
interference power.
In our concept we go one step further. We derive a measure
to decide if a sub-decision is more reliable than other subdecisions. The device for this task is referred to as reliable
chip selector (RCS). So the RCS decides if a sub-decision
is feed forward to the final symbol decision or erased. The
mapping from a received signal sample to a chip-decision is
sketched in Fig.5. A dead-zone limiter has the appropriate
characteristic to realize the mapping and is sketched in Fig.6.
Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Mapping of the RCS: Received signal sample maps to chip-decision.

The information content of the polarity of the SOI must
be retrieved from the received signal. That is done by erasing
the samples in the unreliable area (mainly occupied by the
SONI, area of unreliable decisions ... AoUD) to emphasize the
samples from the reliable area (mainly occupied by the SOI,
area of reliable decisions ... AoRD). The most important task
is to distinguish both regions (reliable/unreliable) accurately.
To achieve that we exploit results from the level-crossingtheory. We show that the level-crossing theory offers the
desired information to separate the regions reliably. This is
based on the assumption that the hot magnitude area is the
area where level-crossings occur frequently. That means that

SINRv
SINRs

.... Conversion Gain

(4)

Comparison of the conversion-gains for RCS and HL.

The performance of the RCS is quantified with the
conversion-gain. The conversion gain is defined as the ratio
of the power-ratios between SOI and SONI at the output
respective to the input (4). The conversion-gain is sketched
in Fig.7 and compared with the counterpart the HL-device.
The mean conversion-gain for one sample, sampled at the
chip-rate, is drawn against the power-ratio of the ratio of the
SONIs (I ... power of the CW, N ... power of the AWGN),
while the power-ratio of the SOI respective the SONI is kept
fixed at -15 dB (poor signal condition). A detailed evaluation
of the conversion-gain can be found in [4]. The significant
improvement for dominating CW-interference is remarkable.
In roughly pure Gaussian noise we note an advantage in
power-gain of about 1.5 dB (left edge in Fig.7) and in nonGaussian noise (CW-interference) we achieve a power-gain of
about 15 dB (right edge in Fig.7). It is also notable that the
competing HL-detector is completely captured by the nonGaussian noise and unable to handle it, resulting in a drop of
power-gain of about 7 dB. Also in dominating Gaussian noise
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the HL-detector experience a 2 dB gap in conversion-gain. The
advantage in conversion-gain of the BAIR-dectector compared
to the HL-detector ranges from 1.5 dB to 22 dB.
V. P ERFORMANCE

Fig. 8. Performance comparison: PN-signature with HL-detection (K=1) and
PN-signature with RCS assisted detection for K active links.

The performance of the investigated communication complex is presented with the conversion-gain of the RCS defined
in (4) and sketched in Fig.7 and the symbol-error-probability,
sketched in Fig.8 for the same signal conditions as used in
the calculation for the conversion-gain. The processing-gain
of the direct-sequence spread-spectrum system is 15 dB. The
power ratio of the SOI to the SONI is -15 dB and fixed in the
calculation. The power of the SONI consists of the power of
the WGN (white Gaussian noise) combined with the power of
the CW-interference (non-Gaussian nature). The power ration
of I/N indicates if Gaussian or non-Gaussian interference
dominates. The field of the conversion-gain curves in Fig.7 are
sketched from dominating WGN (left side) to dominating CWinterference (right side) with field-parameter ∆ (the threshold
of the ADZL shown in Fig.6). So for ∆ = 0 we see the
conversion-gain of the HL-detector. For the HL-device the
conversion-gain ranges from about -2 dB (WGN) to about
-7 dB (CW) which is in agreement with the theory [4]. The
RCS-device adjust the threshold ∆ for varying interference
compositions always to its optimum location. The optimum
threshold-location is defined as the location for which the
maximum of the conversion gain is achieved and represented
in Fig.7 with the RCS-curve. Details of the threshold-control
can be found in [3].
The symbol-error-probability in Fig.8 is sketched for the
RCS-detector indicating that the threshold of the ADZL
is always adjusted to its optimum location (RCS-curve in
Fig.7). The HL-detector is completely captured by the strong
CW-interference and useless. The improvement in symbolerror-probability for the RCS-detector, originated from the
conversion-gain for dominating CW-interference, is obvious.
Details about the performance evaluation for a single link
(K=1) structure can be found in [4].
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For multi-node communications at the same location, each
transceiver-pair has its unique signature, drawn from an orthogonal PN-signal set. The degradation due to the collisions
of K active sequences is presented in Fig.8. The results
are derived from simulations under the assumption that all
active links are on the same power-level. To maintain quasiorthogonality between the SOIs, which is essential for multiuser communications, we introduce chip-interleaving. That
guarantee that no long runs of erased-chip decisions occur.
VI. C ONTRIBUTION TO L ITERATURE
The brief review is done with respect to interference reduction in general and level crossing statistics specifically.
Unfortunately a bulk of literature is available in the military
community and not available. A lot of papers on interference
reduction are written by Larry Milstein. The topic of many
of his papers are related to adaptive filtering of a narrowband
interfering signal from a broadband user signal. This situation
occur in a direct-sequence spread-spectrum communication
link. He exploits the different nature of the wanted and
unwanted signal. He wrote an excellent tutorial paper [57] on
this topic in 1988. An other tutorial paper [45] was written by
Laster and Reed covering interference mitigation techniques
for wireless applications. A survey of robust signal processing
was written by Kassam and Poor [41]. The basic properties of
the spread-spectrum technology are pointed out in [59], [49],
[8]. The robust nature of the spread-spectrum technology was
investigated in [28], [29]. Narrowband interference reduction
concepts using adaptive notch-filters were investigated among
others from Milstein, Doherty, Green, Reed, Davis, Krieger,
Haimovich, Vadhari [13], [34], [47], [48], [35], [57], [73],
[65], [23], [36], [18], [19], [17], [31]. This type of interference
reduction is able to remove the power of the unwanted signal
close to 100 percent and leave the wanted signal roughly undistorted. The algorithms are usually complex and sometimes
suffer from stability problems. Especially when the dynamic of
the estimated signal is large. The method of transform domain
processing is used from Davidovici and others [16], [22], [66],
[64]. This method is straight forward but usually complex
especially if the narrowband interference changes its frequency
and magnitude rapidly. The paper from Krinsky focuses on
burst type error patterns [44].
Robust signal processing topics are dominated by publications from Kassam, Poor and others [39], [40], [76]. The
algorithms derived in these papers are sometimes complicated
and need a lot of computation power. The focus is mainly
on amplitude statistics. The coding approach is based on
bandwidth expansion related to the redundancy included in
the information stream. A book written by Gallager serves as
excellent reference [20].
The multiple access scheme using the spread-spectrum
technology is the code-division multiple access [72]. This is
not a collision avoidance system and therefore interference
reduction leads directly to a better overall performance. This
type of interference is definitely non-Gaussian in its origin.
Many papers and books are devoted to this problem without
additional interference reduction processing. But it was recognized very early that interference reduction can improve the
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performance significantly [58], [43], [60], [75], [74]. From
this early results the multiuser detection concept evolve. The
scientists that proposed multiuser detection are Verdu, Poor,
Lupas and many other papers are devoted to this topic [46],
[71]. The most efficient use of multiuser detection is through
jointly optimal decoding, which is prohibitively complex for
many users. Suboptimum solutions were investigated to reduce
the complexity but suffer from performance degradation.
A fewer number of communication scientists investigate
memoryless nonlinearities to reduce the power of the unwanted
signal. Nonlinearities in communication engineering usually
degrade the performance [63], [30] and are not used to enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio. This unwanted nonlinear effects
result from irregular operating conditions, like overload and
saturation effects. Pioneering communication engineers in the
1950’s have recognized that certain nonlinearities can achieve
an advantage and gain in signal-to-noise ratio. In general,
this type of interference reduction technique also corrupts
the wanted signal. But the ratio of reduction in power is in
favor to the wanted signal. Usually this methods are fast and
independent of the dynamic of the unwanted signal. The first
application was the so called bandpass-limiter investigated by
Davenport, Cahn and Blachman [15], [14], [38], [9], [10],
[11], [50], [12], [37] and dates back to 1961. The bandpasslimiter was used for bandpass signals and is located in the
input section of the receiver.
The exploitation of nonlinear interference reduction processing in addition to the robust nature of the spread-spectrum
technology was investigated in [24], [25], [26], [27], [28],
[29], [1]. The adaptation of the characteristic of an analog
memoryless nonlinearity to the behavior of the unwanted
signal, for non spread-spectrum systems, was investigated by
Higbie in [32]. His approach works best for slowly changing
interference. Amoroso and other authors have exclusively
used magnitude statistics to adapt discontinuous nonlinearities
[5], [6], [7]. That concept suffer from a static error if the
composition of the interference changes.
The inclusion of the information of the level-crossings to the
information content of the magnitude statistics bridge the gap
to optimum and fast adaptation using simple and low complex
memoryless nonlinearities prior to spread-spectrum detection
[3], [4]. That previous analysis are done for the single-link
case. In this paper we include the multi-link case and the chipinterleaving which is essential for multi-link communication
to maintain quasi-orthogonality between the signatures during
the detection process.
A very important topic for all non-blind interference reduction schemes is to know the behavior of the interference.
Usually the interference is manifested in the detection process
as a signal. Therefore the study of the behavior of the
interference is a study of the unwanted signal and takes
place in the signal domain. It is in nature a random signal
and information from such a signal can only be derived by
statistical means. The focus was exclusively on magnitude
statistics, because the detector processes magnitudes to make
the decision. To derive the statistical behavior we have to
study the interference source or interfering sources if there are
more sources contributing to the interference. This leads us to
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characterize the interference and classify it. David Middleton
gave an interview with Vincent Poor [55]. In this discussion
he pointed out that communication scientists have to focus
more on the physics of interference to derive models for
the interfering process that fit to real applications. He wrote
many key papers on the characterization and classification of
interference [51], [52], [53]. In a very remarkable paper David
Middleton [54] wrote: Thus, in signal processing overall, as
well as in model-building we have evolved from the Gaussian
noise world of the 1950’s to the general non-Gaussian noise
environment of the 1980’s, where Gaussian noise is now
recognized as an important but special case of real-world
interference. He resumes further that we need adaptivity.
Investigations for impulsive interference are mainly done by
David Middleton and Spaulding [68], [69], [70], [56]. This
type of interference is non-Gaussian and nonlinearities are
included to limit the influence of the interference impulses.
The first attention on level-crossing theory was payed by
S.O.Rice in his pioneering paper [61] about a mathematical
description of random noise. His intention was to model
the random noise as accurate as possible. He calculated the
level-crossing rate and the time between crossings. The levelcrossings are suitable to detect frequency modulated signals.
The main application of level-crossing statistics today is to
compute the mean duration of a fade in a mobile environment
[33]. There is no publication available on level-crossings
for interference reduction and/or using the level-crossings
for nonlinear detection. The most rigorous investigations on
level-crossings are done in the book from Kedem [42]. But
applications are mainly devoted to frequency estimation.
Also recognized by S.O. Rice was that complexity is also
an real engineering interest [62]. He presented the first curves
of error probability versus delay and complexity. Slepian and
Wyner mentioned that in their honorable paper [67].
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have investigated a robust and reliable communication scheme with the following advantages: It is from
low complexity, that results in low power consumption and
low implementation costs. The control loop for the threshold
adjustment is fast converging and stable. The BAIR-module
works in line (information flow), so no feedback is required
and it is always in a secure state. It outperforms its counterpart the hard-limiter detector in any type of interference. In
Gaussian noise we achieve about 1.5 dB power-gain and in
non-Gaussian noise we achieve power-gains up to 15 dB. An
add on is the accurate position measurement for intelligent
position based services.
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